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Yes , You really can make money online.  

When my friend Carolyn was nine, she wanted to bake a cake to 
surprise her parents. She went into the kitchen and starting mixing 
together flour, sugar, chocolate chips, ice cream and just about 
anything else she could find that looked good.  

You can probably imagine how it turned out. It wasn’t a pretty sight. 
Carolyn ended up with a big mess and something (she couldn’t even 
call it a cake) that tasted absolutely horrible.  

Now today, if she's baking a cake – she’ll start with a recipe. Carolyn 
explained to me how she measures out all the ingredients and follows 
the exact instructions on the recipe. Now her cakes turn out pretty 
good and she even gets a couple of compliments.  

Okay, but what does any of this have to do with Internet marketing?  

Actually lots!  

You see, making money online without a proven plan is a lot like trying 
to bake a cake without a recipe…you’ll only end up making lots of 
mistakes, a big mess and wasting a bunch of money.  



Seems pretty easy, right? But the truth is, I’ve found more people 
confused, perplexed, puzzled and just plain baffled about Internet 
marketing. And who wouldn’t be? There are more self-proclaimed 
gurus and ‘wannabe’ gurus out there than you can shake a stick at.  

The problem is who can you believe online?  

That’s why my friends Jim and Yanick have teamed up to give you a 
simple 33-day plan that almost anybody can follow to start making 
real money online. It’s called “33 days to Online Profits”. You will 
find more precious information at 
http://www.1Makemoneyonlinefast.com.  

One thing you should know: This resource is unlike anything you’ve 
ever seen.  

Actually, you’ll think of this as your “cookbook” to Internet marketing. 
You simply follow the step-by-step, day-by-day instructions for 33 
days and I guarantee you’ll turbo charge your online sales.  

Here are Just a Few of the Daily Lessons We’ll Go Through Together To 
Get You on The Road to Making Money Online:  

-What one question do you need to answer before to assure yourself of 
success online?  

-A simple method to choosing your domain name for maximum results 
(never, ever register a domain name until you follow these 2 steps).  

-What the first job of your web site really is.  

-Why almost everyone is absolutely dead wrong about how they set-
up their site  

-A simple way to increase your sales by up to 87% and how to put the 
entire system on complete auto pilot.  

-The absolute most critical skill you need for online success (and no, it 
has nothing to do with being a computer genius)!  

- Achieve a “top 10” search engine placement without spending hours 
and hours fiddling with your site.  



-3 critical questions you need answered before you can promote your 
web site.  

-How to actually get your site listed #1 in the Yahoo directory (get this 
right and you’ll send tons of free traffic to your site)!  

-And much ,much more...  

My friends Jim and Yanick point behind this release was to help 
marketers or wanna be marketers to start in the right direction and 
focus on the most importants aspects of how to start a business online 
and really make money.More testimonials on my website at 
http://www.1Makemoneyonlinefast.com if you still can not believe 
your eyes.  

For more information contact me at:  

Contact Cele Moke for more insights into this topic. Direct line: 
(0044) 1142416593 Email: info@1makemoneyonlinefast.com 
Other helpful information regarding this product or service can 
be found at: http://www.1Makemoneyonlinefast.com.  
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